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DEDICATED
FIBER INTERNET 
FOR BUSINESS 



The Future is in Fiber 

Since 1905, Northland Communication has invested in the Central New York 
community, offering cutting-edge products and solutions that our customers can rely on.  

 
With over 1100 miles of dedicated fiber thoughout the region, we provide advanced 

networking solutions for local businesses. Northland Communications has the flexibility 
and capability to serve any business-from large telecommunication carriers to small 

businesses. Our dedicated fiber connections provide incredible download and upload 
speeds so that you can keep your operations running smoothly. 

“ ”
connection is reliable 
and fast so that you 
can focus on running 

your business.

Our fiber internet



”

We offer both asymmetrical and symmetrical dedicated Fiber Internet that 
can be customized to fit your business communication needs. Our fiber 

network keeps your Internet connection reliable, fast, powerful, and secure 
so that you can focus on running your business. Northland’s dedicated Fiber 

Internet also allows for full integration with our other bundled solutions. 

 

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT WITH NORTHLAND’S  
DEDICATED FIBER INTERNET

+ Reliable Service

+ Full Redundancy

+ Private Network

+ Secure Connection

+ Real People

+ 24/7 & Local Support 

+ Up to 100G/Sec 
 
+ Full Duplex Upload/Download 
 
+ 2 ms Jitter Standard

+ 45ms Latency Standard

+ Dark Fiber

+ Firewall Protection

Are you ready to streamline your 
business with dedicated fiber Internet?



Transform The Way Your Business Connects

The availability of high capacity and reliable bandwidth transforms your business’ 
capabilities. Northland’s fiber network creates new potential for enhancing existing 
resources and opens the door to advanced business opportunities:

+ Productivity - Speeds up existing network applications

Learn more: www.northland.net or  (315) 624-2216

*Above pricing is subject to applicable taxes, fees, equipment, and installation charges. Prices may vary due to the accessibility of fiber. 

100/25 Mbps
$155 monthly

+ Backups - Automates and improves your process using a third party backup service provider

+ Cloud Services - Eliminates bandwidth limitations for cloud-based applications

+ Colocation  - Saves costs and locates your IT resources in Northland’s managed data center

+ Video Conferencing  - Reduces travel and meeting expenses 

+ Network Consolidation - Leverage Northland’s voice, data, and Internet services on one covered network 

+ Network Diversity - Combines Northland’s fiber with existing or alternative network connections to create  
          an effective network disaster recovery plan

Dedicated Asymmetrical Connection 

Dedicated Symmetrical Connection 

250/50 Mbps
$235 monthly

500/75 Mbps
$315 monthly

100/100 Mbps
$400 monthly

200/200 Mbps
$500 monthly

500/500 Mbps
$700 monthly


